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Let’s experience English in a different and new environment – and let’s
focus on actually using English for conversational purposes.
Maybe you are afraid to speak English, concerned to make mistakes and
be judged for them? These are often problems when learning a
language in school without a real reason to actually use it outside of
the classroom. In this class, we want you to experience English as a
language for communication.
Therefore, it offers various options to practise conversational as well as
written skills in English - although the focus will clearly be put on oral
skills. Besides that, there will be room to repeat certain grammatical
structures if needed.
In order to do so, we may…
… get input from authentic media such as different texts, movies,
series,
music, podcasts,
… have discussions or debates on current political matters,
… write your own short story and discuss it in class,
… watch English films and act out selected scenes,
… find your own ending of a film,
… read or act out short scenes/ a short play,
… listen to / translate the lyrics of your favourite song…,
… watch an English play if possible…,
… give a presentation on topics of interest,
Since we want you to participate actively, you will have a say in many
decisions and can consequently influence the direction of the class and
have room for your own ideas and creativity.

Leistungsbewer
tung

Hopefully, you will find out that often it does not really matter if your
grammar is perfect but rather if you can communicate your ideas.
regular attendance, willingness to participate in the activities,
individual improvement in the practiced English skills, one oral or

written presentation or exam or a created product.
In your report card you will find the German abbreviations
“tg, mEtg, mgEtg” depending on your performance!

Bemerkungen

Be ready to converse in English exclusively! That should not
intimidate you, though, since you will learn how to work
around vocab and grammar issues.
Be prepared to work in teams!

